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Abstract 
Hollmann, H.D.L. and J.H. van Lint Jr, Nonblocking self-routing switching networks, Discrete Ap- 
plied Mathematics 37/38 (1992) 319-340. 
We investigate a class of binary self-routing switches, characterized by the way they function. These 
switches can describe for example the functional aspects of some recently developed self-routing pho- 
tonic switches. First we show that, within this clnss, essentially we only need to consider the four 
possible types of fixed-directory routing switches. Then we determine xactly the minimum number of 
switches contained in an M-input N-output wide-sense nonblocking self-routing network composed of 
switches from this class. 
1. Introduction 
In the ideal network all inputs can connect at any time to any idle output. In prac- 
tice, a number of occupied nodes may limit the full connectivity by blocking. 
Similarly, in an ideal network there is no central control; each message seeks its own 
path by a well-designed istributed control. The nature of the information added 
to the message to effect the self-routing can be of various kinds, depending on the 
intelligence built into the deciding nodes. Examples have been described, based on 
labelling the message with the distribution address in an hierarchical network struc- 
ture in [ 131, and on spread spectrum labelling of the message in a star network in [ 111. 
Photonic switches capable of self-routing such messages ( ometimes called directional 
couplers [S]) have been described for example in [8,10,11,13]. (See also [ 121). 
Within a switch several types of routing strategies are possible. One example 
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of a routing strategy is thefixed-directory routing technique. Here, each switch node 
maintains a routing table containing, for each destination, an outgoing link on 
which an incoming message with that destination will be forwarded [lo]. In the 
general case, the routing within a switch may depend for example also on the actual 
state of the switch. When switches are joined by connections, several properties of 
the resulting network need to be considered. One of these properties is referred to 
as being nonblocking [I]. There are several classes of nonblocking networks. In a 
rearrange&de nonblocking network, a new request for a connection may require a 
rearrangement of the paths that are set up for already existing connections. An ex- 
ample of this type of network is a pernmtation etwork [9,16], capable of realizing 
any giv .Y coupling between inputs and outputs. A second class consists of the wide- 
sense nonblocking networks. Here, at any time any idle input may request o be con- 
nected to any idle output, and the time during which this connection must be main- 
tained is not specified at the time of the request. It is required that an appropriate 
routing algorithm exists that can satisfy any sequence of s-_rch requests. A nice 
description of these requirements has been given in [5]. 
Another property of a network is the number of switches that it contains. Addi- 
tional properties such as robustness are not considered in this paper. 
In certain applications, there is a need for wide-sense nonblocking self-routing 
SW-itching networks. As an example, think of communication between processors 
and memories in a distributed computing environment. In the future, such networks 
might well be realized as optical networks incorporating photonic switches. 
In this paper we consider the case where messages are preceded by a destination 
address and are followed by an end-of-connection signal. (We assume of course that 
both these special parts of a message can be distinguished from the remainder of 
the message.) 
We shall introduce a very general, functional model of a binary self-routing 
switch, capable of describing for example the functional aspects of the self-routing 
photonic switches in [8,13]. The switches in this model have two operational modes, 
referred to as the bar state and the cross state. At each input, a table is maintained 
containing essentially, for each destination address, a preferred outgoing link on 
which an incoming message with this destination address will be forwarded, provid- 
ed that the switch is not busy. (This last condition expresses the fact that we do not 
allow the case where different parts of a message follow distinct paths through the 
network to their destination.) 
Due to the nature of these switches, a network composed of switches from this 
class is se/f-routing: A message headed by its destination address will seek its own 
path through the network. In general, the routing of a message may be influenced 
by the presence of other messages. 
For such networks, wc shall introduce the property of being wide-sense nonblock- 
ing, defined in a way similar to wide-sense nonblocking for ordinary (not self-routing) 
networks: Now, a request for a connection corresponds to sending a message into the 
network, and it is required that each message is delivered at its destination address. 
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In the first part of the paper we prove that any wide-sense nonblocking network 
composed of these switches is functionally equivalent o a network that contains at 
most equally many switches from the class, but now of only four special types. All 
these four types of switches use in fact a fixed-directory routing strategy. 
Surprisingly, it is possible to exactly determine the minimum number F(M,N) of 
these self-routing switches that are contained in an N-input M-output wide-sense 
nonblocking network. This is done in the second part of this paper. There, we first 
describe a relatively simp!e method to obtain a lower bound for F(M,N), of order 
NM. Then, a detailed analysis leads to the exact determination of F(M, IV) and to 
the construction of optimal networks containing this number of switches. The result 
is that, for M, Nz2, 
M+N 
MN- - 
1 1 2 
- 1, if N is even or M is even, 
F(M, N) = 
if both N and M are odd. 
The paper ends with a discussion of possible directions for future research. 
Our results show that the well-known crossbar networks [6-8,141 are “almost” 
optimal for these type of switches, which is, although useful to know, a rather disap- 
pointing result from a practical point of view. On the positive side, we describe con- 
structions for optimal networks which can be used to design Nx N (optical) 
self-routing switches for small N. 
2. A class of binary self-routing switches 
Ideally, routing decisions in a wide-sense nonblocking network are taken purely 
locally, i.e., at each switch node. We will assume that each message that is to be 
sent through the network is preceded by its destination address and is followed by 
a special signal that indicates thTe nd of the message, called hereafter the end-of- 
connection signa!. Recall that we do not allow the case where different parts of a 
message follow different routes through the network. If there is no exchange of in- 
formation between the nodes in the network, then the routing decision at the switch 
node can be based only on the status of the switch (busy or not) and on the destina- 
tion address of the message, and may depend also on the particular input over which 
the message arrived. The class of binary self-routing switches that we shall now 
describe is, in our idea, the most general one possible under the above conditions. 
Our description will be purely functionally, so at present we do not consider any 
implementation issues. 
So from now on, a binary self-routing switch, hereafter more briefly referred to 
as a switch, will be a two-input two-output device that can be in three states, referred 
to as the bar state, the cross state and the neutral state (see Fig. 1). Here, the neutral 
state is only introduced to allow an easier description, and is to be interpreted as 
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(i) Bar state 
(ii) Cross state 
Fig. 1. The two operational states of a switch. 
the “ready-to-be-set” state. If a destination address preceding a message arrives at 
the switch, and if the switch is in neutral state, then the switch is set into either the 
bar state or the cross state. The actual choice that is made depends both on the par- 
ticular destination address and on the particular input on which the message arrives 
at the switch. We shall refer to the resulting state (bar or cross) as to the preferred 
state corresponding to this destination address and this input. 
Schematically, the situation can be represented as in Fig. 2. In this figure, Ii 
(i = 1,2) denotes a collection of destination addresses, and is referred to as the input 
address et associated with input i of the switch. The set Iii (i, j = 1,2) denotes the 
collection of destination addresses in Ii with preferred state the bar state (if i = j) 
or the cross state (if i # j). We require that for i = 1,2, 
zi, n Ii2 = 0, IilUIiz=Ii. (2.1) 
(The meaning of the sets 8, and @‘2 in Fig. 2 will be explained later.) 
To resume our earlier remarks, a message that arrives over input i (i = 1,2) at the 
switch in neutral state, with a destination address contained in I0 (j = 1,2), will set 
the switch into either the bar state (if i = j) or the cross state (if i #j) and conse- 
quently, this message will be forwarded by the switch towards output j. We shall 
refer to this output as the preferred direction of this message at this input. 
Fig. 2. A binary self-routing switch. 
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On the other hand, if a message arrives at a switch in the bar state or in the cross 
state, then the switch remains in the same state and the routing of this message 
depends on this state and is as indicated in Fig. 1. (This situation occurs precisely 
when at the same time a message that arrived at the other input is being passed 
through the switch.) 
Finally, if the end-of-connection signal (indicating the end of a message) passes 
over an input while at the same time the other input is idle, then the switch returns 
to the neutral state. So the switch is in the neutral state precisely when both inputs 
of the switch are idle. 
A few comments are in order here. First of all, note that in general it may happen 
that a message is not forwarded by the switch towards its preferred direction, due 
to the presence of another message. 
Our second remark concerns the input address sets I! and I2 of the switch. We 
shall explicitly require that any message that arrives at input i of the switch (i = 1,2) 
has a destination address that is contained in Ii. So the input address ets form an 
essential part of tSle description of a switch. (Of course, we could assume that the 
action of the switch is defined for any possible destination address, but this would 
lead to unnecessary complications later on.) Note that we do not require both input 
address ets to be nonempty, in other words, we allow the case where the switch has 
a single input only. 
3. Self-routing switching networks 
From now on, a self-routing switching network, hereafter more briefly referred 
to as a network, will be an acyclic network composed of one-way links and switches 
from the class introduced in the previous section. The inputs of a network are those 
links that have no switch at their starting point, and the outputs of the network are 
defined similarly. (We allow the case where a link is both an input and an output 
of the network.) Moreover, with each input t of the network there will be associated 
a collection A, of destination addresses, referred to as the input address sets 
associated with this input. In the normal case where this input is also the input of 
a switch in the network, we require this input address et to be the same as the input 
address set associated with this input of the switch. 
Let T denote the set of inputs of the network. We shall refer to the family 
d: = (A, 1 t E T) as the input address I% of the network. (In the sequel ~‘3 shall use 
the word “list” instead of “family”.) In our point of view, the input address list 
of the network forms an essential part of the description of the network, and we 
will think of an input address et A, (t E T) associated with input t as the collection 
of those addresses of receivers to which this input has access permission. (We shall 
return to this point in a moment.) 
Next, we shall turn our attention to the routing that is effectuated by the network. 
It is important to realize that when speaking of various nonblocking properties of 
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an ordinary (not self-routing) switching network, reference is being made to certain 
corlzbinarions of requests for connections, of a certain well-defined type, that such 
a network must be able to handle, that is, to a certain communication model. In 
this paper, when we speak of admissible communication over a network, this will 
invariably refer to the following model: It is assumed that at any time any idle input 
of the network may send a message (of the type as introduced in the previous sec- 
tion) with destination address the address of any idle receiver to which this input 
has access permission, i.e., with destination address contained in the input address 
set associated with this input. The messages that are sent may be of varying length. 
This model, which we propose to call wide-sense one-way communication with ac- 
cess permissions, generalizes the model of wide-sense one-way communication as 
referred to in the definition of wide-sense nonblocking for ordinary (not self- 
routing) networks. 
Suppose now that admissible communication (as defined above) is taking place 
over a network. We shall say that the network is admissible if no message can 
possibly arrive at the input of a switch with a destination address that is not contain- 
ed in the input address et associated with this input of the switch. In this case we 
shall associate with each link I of the network a set AI, representing the collection 
of all destination addresses of messages that can possibly arrive at this Cnk. We will 
refer to the set Al as the address et associated with the link 1. (Note that if I is an 
input of the network, then this set is just the input address et associated with this 
input.) If the link I is an input of a switch, then the definition of A, implies that 
AI is a subset of the input address set I, associated with this input of the switch. 
We shall in fact make the very useful additional assumption that in any admis- 
sible network we will always have equality here, i.e. that A,= II for all links I 
that are not an output of the network. (Note that this assumption may be 
made without loss of generality and reflects the fact that we are not interested 
in the routing that would be effectuated at the input of a switch on messages 
that can never reach this input.) If the link I is an output of the network, then 
we will refer to the set A, as the output address set associated with this out- 
put. 
Let R denote the set of outputs of the network. We will refer to the list 
@: = (A, 1 r~ R) as the output address list of the network. If A! denotes the input 
address list of the network, then we shall say that the network reducesd to @. Note 
that if a second admissible network has input address list 6 and output address list 
3% say, then the new network that is obtained by identifying outputs of the first 
network with corresponding inputs of the second network is again admissible and 
reduces d to SB. This makes it possible to consider an admissible network (and 
hence even a single switch) as an operator that transforms its input address list into 
its output address list. 
A network is said to be (wide-sense) nonblocking if it is admissible and if, 
moreover, each output address set A, associated with an output r of the network 
contains a single member (considered to be the address of this output). Note that 
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this is precisely what we would want to call nonblocking: If admissible communica- 
tion takes place over a nonblocking network, then, since the network is admissible, 
a message never “gets stuck” inside the network and, moreover, the message will 
be correctly delivered at its imended destination. Observe also that if A, = R for 
each input t, that is, if no access restrictions are imposed on the inputs, this property 
is just what would usually be called wide-sense nonblocking. 
Finally, an admissible nei’work, with input address list & = (At 1 t E T) and out- 
put address list 0 = (Ar 1 r E R), say, will be termed efficient if any other admissible 
network, with the same input address list d and an output address list 0’ that is 
at least as fine as 6, contains at least as many switches. Here, we say that a list 
@‘= (A; 1 r E R) is finer than B if A& A,, for all r~ R. So, informally speaking, an 
admissible network is efficient if no other admissible network can do an equally 
good or better reduction job while using fewer switches. We shall sometimes refer 
to an efficient (admissible) network as an optimal network. 
4. Efficient switches 
In this section and the next one we shall investigate in detail the type of switches 
that can be contained in an efficient network. Here, we shall consider networks that 
consist of one switch only. 
We may of course consider a switch as a single-switch network. As a consequence, 
all the terminology introduced in the previous ection carries over directly to switches. 
(Note that the notions of input address ets of a switch and of a switch, considered as 
a network, are equivalent.) In this connection, the sets @t and G2 in Fig. 2 represent 
the output address ets of the switch. Note that obviously, I~jUI~j E @j, for j = 1,2. 
In particular. we may speak of ex?Zcient switches. (Of course, any single-switch 
network is admissible.) Note that a switch with input address ets It, 12 and output 
address sets 6, f12 is not efficient precisely when, after renumbering of the out- 
puts of the switch if necessary, 
(Indeed, in this case the empty network, with input address sets It and 12, is more 
efficient .) 
We shall investigate fficiency of a switch by considering the routing effectuated 
by the switch of a sequence of messages as in Fig. 3 or 4. These figures should be 
interpreted as follows. In Fig. 3, at a certain moment a message with destination 
address b in It arrives at the first input of a switch in neutral state, and as a result 
the switch will bt? set into the corresponding preferred state (the bar state if b E 1, I, 
the cross state if b E I12). The switch will still be in this state, with input 1 still busy, 
when a second message, with destination address d in 12, with d# 6, arrives at the 
second input of the switch. According to our description, the switch then remains 
in the same state, and the second message will be forwarded accordingly. Figure 4 
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b a 5 =11 (1) Ol I --_--_-_- 
(b # d, 
b E 119 
\ (2) O2 
d E I*) 
Fig. 3. A first sequence of messages arriving at a switch. 
should be interpreted similarly. In both figures, the switch remains in the state set 
by the first arriving message until all other messages have passed the switch. 
We now have the following result. 
Theorem 4.1. The class of efficien t switches consists precisely of the four different 
types of switches P, R , C and S as in Figs. 5-8. 
Proof. Consider a switch as in Fig. 2, with @ 1 and & the output address sets 
associated with the outputs of the switch, considered as a single-switch network. 
Assume that a sequence of messages as in Fig. 3 arrives at the switch, with be 112, 
de Iz2 and b #d. (Note that such a sequence of messages i  compatible with our 
model of admissible communication over the network.) As a result, the switch will 
be set into the cross state by the message headed by 6, and will remain in the cross 
state when the second message, headed by d, passes through the switches, causing 
this second message to be forwarded towards output 1. As 2 consequence, de dl. 
This argument shows that Zz2 \ (b) c bl, and since obviously Izl c dl also, we have 
In a similar way, we can also show 
Iz\ (a) E d2, for all ac Ill, (4.3) 
I, \ (d) c t?Q, for ali dE&, (4.4) 
I, \ (c} C t&, for all ~12,. (4.5) 
We separate two cases. 
(i) Some rU is empty. By symmetry, we may, without loss of generality, assume 
that 1t2 = 0. Note that then 1, = Ill. It follows that 1t = Ztl c Qt. So, if thz switch is 
(a#b#d#a, 
a& E 11, 
d El21 
Fig. 4. A second sequence of messages arriving at a switch. 
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AUB A A 
t _--__- -_- 
. 
*. 
(A f 0 # B, 
AnB=@) 
Fig. 5. Partition (&switch. 
efficient, we must have I$ &. In this case, it follows from (4.3) that II,, 1 s 1, and 
moreover, if 1, 1 = {a}, then a E 12. As a consequence, the switch is either a P-switch 
(if It =0) an R-switch (if I1,I = 1, II21 22) or a C-switch (if 11, I = lIzi = 1). 
(ii) All lti are nonempty. From (4.2) we find that either I2 E @r, or l&l = 1 and 
1t2 c lz2. (Note that certainly J2, c 8,, and 1t2 #0 by assumption.) In the case where 
I& d,, these conditions in combination with (4.4) show that, moreover, II2 = Iz2. 
A similar reasoning applied to (4.3) and (4.5) now shows that 
and 
either I1 U12 = 8, or Jz2 = 112, I&[ = j112/ = 1, (4.6) 
either IIU12=& or 1rt =12,, l&l = llzll = 1. (4.7) 
So, in the case where the switch is efficient, we may (by symmetry) assume without 
loss of generality that 
for some a E I,. 
Again, we separate two cases. 
(iil) I.2 = 1t2 = {b}, for some b f a. This assumption in combination with (4.8) 
implies that the switch is an S-switch. 
(ii2) @r =I1 UI,. In this case, (4.8) implies that the switch is of the type as in Fig. 
9. Moreover, (4.6) and (4.7) imply that in Fig. 9 we have additionally 
a$A, a$& A#O#B, if A=B then IAI, IBI 22. (4.9) 
Now, let b E A, de B, a f b # dit a. (By (4.9), this is possible.) Then the sequence 
of messages as in Fig. 4 shows that also ae &, contradicting our assumption 
(4.8). 0 
Fig. 6. Remove (I?)-switch. 
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Fig. 7. Combine (C)-switch: 
Remark 4.2. With a communication model like the one for a permutation network 
[9], the switch in Fig. 9 cannot be excluded. 
In the sequel, when we speak of an C$MBH switch, we will automatically refer 
to a switch of one of these tour special types. Obviously, these switches are indeed 
in our class, and are in fact characterized by 
- Ii = 0 for some i (a P-switch), 
- Ii = Iv = Ii*j, lZil = 1 for some i, j (where i* = 3 - i) (an R- or C-switch), 
- J1l=Izl, ?,2=122, 11,#Zz2, (Z,,( =&( =l (an S-switch). 
We will mostly consider a P-switch as a switch with only one input, and a C- 
switch as a switch with only one output. 
The efficient switches have the important property of being fixed-directory 
routing switches. Here, we say that a switch is a fixed-directory routing switch if 
the output address ets of the switch are disjoint. (Note that we refer implicitly to 
the model of admissible communication here!) As a consequence of this property, 
if an efficient switch is contained in an admissible network, then the address sets 
associated with the outputs of the switch, considered as a link in the network, are 
as indicated in Figs. 5-8, and thus do not depend on this particular network. In fact, 
the efficient switches are the only fixed directory routing switches in our class, ex- 
cept for the trivial switches, where 1i2 = Z2, = 0 or Ii 1 = Iz2 = 0. (These last switches 
are equivalent o the empty network.) Essentially, this follows directly from our 
definitions, in combination with Theorem 4.1. 
5. Efficient networks 
Our aim in this section will be to prove that efficient networks are necessarily 
composed entirely of efficient switches. Our approach will be to consider a switch 
in the network whose outputs are also outputs of the network. (Since a network is 
Fig. 8. Separation (S)-switch. 
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Fig. 9. The remaining case. 
assumed to be acyclic, such a switch can always be found.) Under the assumption 
that any message sequence as in Figs. 3 and 4 may arrive at this switch, the results 
from the previous section would imply that this switch is efficient (otherwise we 
would be better off by simply discarding this switch from the network), and the 
desired result would follow by induction on the number of switches in the network. 
However, the situation is complicated by the fact that this assumption may fail to 
hold, even in the case where all other switches are known to be efficient switches. 
Think, for example, of the case where the inputs of this switch are the outputs of 
a P-switch. 
Our first aim will be to show that this is essentially the only case in which this 
problem does occur. To this end, we shall need a clear understanding of the routing 
of a message in an admissible network composed of efficient switches only. Our 
results are based on a few simple properties of these switches. Consider an efficient 
switch with input address sets I,, lz and output address sets 6 ,, 6’2. By Theorem 
4.1, this switch is of one of the types as in Figs. 5-8, and inspection of these figures 
reveals that the following properties hold: 
(El) 6rO6,=0. 
(E2) For all i, j = 1,2, either Ii > 6$ or lif7 t$ = 0. 
(E3) For all j = 1,2, there is at least one i such that q G Ii. 
(E4) 1, n I2 = 0 if and only if the switch is a P-switch. 
Now, consider an admissible network composed of efficient switches only. As 
usual, we assume that admissible communication takes place over the network. We 
denote by AI the address set associated with link I of the network, as defined in 
Section 3. As was already remarked earlier, the address ets associated with the in- 
puts and outputs of an (efficient) switch in the network depend only on the switch 
and not on the particular network, and hence satisfy the properties as expressed by 
(El)-(E4). In particular, each switch is afixe&-directory switch, and the routing of 
a message will not be influenced by the presence of other messages: A message sent 
at a fixed input, with a fixed destination address, will follow a fixed path through 
the network. (Of course, this statement need no longer hold for an admissible net- 
work containing nonefficient switches.j We shall call such a path a messwe path 
in the network. 
As a consequence of the properties (El) and (E2) above, a path from an input 
of the network to an output of the network is a message path precisely when this 
path has the following property: If in the path a link I precedes another link I’, then 
AII c A,. It follows from (E3) that each link I in the network for which A, +0 is 
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contained in a message path. Finally, as a consequence of (El) again, the collection 
of all message paths that end in a fixed output constitute a directed tree. Note that 
a message path is the common path through the network followed by all messages 
sent at the input of this path with a destination address contained in the output ad- 
dress set associated with the output of this path. 
Two message paths are said to be disjoint if they do not contain a common link. 
Two outputs of the network that are contained in disjoint message paths are said 
to be inde4gendent. On the other hand, we say that two outputs of the network are 
P-connected if there is a switch of type F in the network with the property that a 
message path containing any one of these outputs necessarily passes through this 
particular P-switch. In this case, it follows from our earlier remarks that both 
directed trees associated with these outputs contain no branching points on the path 
from the P-switch to these outputs. Inspection of the four possible types of efficient 
switches in Figs. 5-8 now shows that this situation occurs precisely when we have 
within the network the situation as indicated in Fig. 10. This figure should be inter- 
preted as follows. (We use the symbol 0 to denote the union of disjoint sets.) The 
initial switch marked “P” in Fig. 10 is a P-switch with input address et X0 Y and 
output address ets X and Y, with X and Y themselves partitioned as indicated in 
the figure. The path in the network from this P-switch to output i contains only 
switches of type P (these switches effectively remove sets A, from X) or of type R 
(these switches effectively remove some element up from X), in any order. For the 
other path, a similar statement holds. 
Lemma 5.1. Two outputs in clr”l admissible network composed of efficient switches 
only, are either independent or P-connected. In the latter case, the output cddress 
sets associated with these outputs are disjoint. 
Proof, First we observe that evidently two P-connected outputs are not indepen- 
dent. Next, consider two outputs that are not independent. Consider, for each of 
these outputs, a message path that contains this output. By our assumption, these 
message paths meet in a switch, and a link I that is an input of this switch is contain- 
ed in both paths. 
It follows from our earlier remarks that the parts of these message paths 
preceding the link I, in fact are contained in both directed trees associated with 
these outputs. By consequence, if the path in the directed tree from I to one of the 
outputs would contain a branch point, then an alternative message path that would 
X=Ia ,,..., a,$lA, fi...irA$ 
Y =fb ,,..., b$J B, 6 . . . ir B,i I2 
Fig. 10. Two P-connected outputs. 
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result from this branch point cannot meet the message path containing the other 
output below 1. Moreover, these paths could neither meet each other above 1 since 
that would contradict property (El) of the switch. So, we conclude that such a 
branch point cannot exist. In particular, the switch must be a P-switch, and hence 
the outputs are P-connected. 0 
Now that our preparations are finished, we come to one of the main resu!ts in 
this paper. 
Theorem 5.2. Efficient networks are composed of switches of type P, R, C or S 
as in Figs. S-8 only. 
Proof. We shall use induction on the number of switches in the network. Note that 
the theorem is trivial for the empty network. Next, let JV be an efficiem network 
containing at least one switch. Consider a switch Tin JV whose outputs are also out- 
puts of JV. (Note that such a switch exists since JV is acyclic by definition.) Let JV~ 
denote the network that is obtained if switch T is removed from JV. So, we have 
the situation in Fig. 11. (In this figure, I1 and I2 denote the address ets associated 
with the links i and j in ,N, and 8, and &$ denote the output address sets of the 
network N associated with the outputs of switch T.) 
By our induction hypothesis we may assume that JyO is composed of efficient 
switches only, and so we may apply Lemma 5.1 to the outputs i and j of c/vO. 
If i and j are independent in Jo, then it follows from our earlier remarks that 
any message sequence as in Fi,. g 3 or 4 may indeed arrive at the switch T. Since these 
were the only ones used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 it follows from Theorem 4.1 
that the switch T is efficient and is of type P, R, C or S. 
In the opposite case, the outputs i and j are P-connected in JV~ by Lemma 5.1 l 
So we have within A0 the situation as in Fig. 10, with 1, and Iz disjoint. We shall 
use the same notation as in Frg. 10, and moreover we shall write 
A := (u,, . . . . ak} ir A, llJ l ** &4,, 
B:=(~,,...,~,}I~B,\~=.*~B,. 
. . . 
5 ?+___ 1- 01=llu*21 e ___-- 
- output i 
*;2’,r /’ 
/ 
NO 
. '. ' . x' . 
' . . 
- output j I,/ .N 
. *. O22 52” I22 
____-_-_--- 
122 
switch T 
Fig. 11. The network ~4’. 
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Now, replace in .I&, the initial switch marked “P” in Fig. 10 by the P-switch P’ 
as in Fig. 12. (Note that, since 1, and I2 are disjoint, Ii = It I 0 I12 and I2 = I21 0 Iz2, 
the two output address ets of the switch P’ are also disjoint, and this switch is in- 
deed a P-switch.) Denote the new network thus obtained by X,$ As a result of this 
construction, the network X6 is again admissible and the output address sets 
associated with the outputs i, j of ai are 1rr U Izl and Zrz U Iz2, while all other out- 
put address sets remain the same. However, 1,r U Izl E @,, Zt, U Iz2 E g2 (see Fig. 
11) and ~&h contains one switch less than JV, namely the (now superfluous) switch 
T in Fig. 10, thus contradicting our assumption that JV is efficient. 0 
6. The number of switches in an efficient network 
We have shown in the previous section that efficient networks contain only swit- 
ches of the four types in Figs. 5-8. So, from now on the word switch will refer to 
a switch of these special types only. Moreover, we consider a switch of type P or 
C as a switch having one input or one output, respectively. 
We shall investigate the minimum number F(d) of switches in a nonblocking net- 
work with input address list 4. (See Section 3 for definitions.) In particular, let 
dM,,, denote the input address list dM.,,=(AI 1 tc T) with T = { 1, . . ..M} and 
A, = (1, . . . , N) for all t E T, and define F(M, N): =l+&&. (Note that this 
represents he case where no access restrictions are imposed.) We shall determine the 
exact value of F(M, N) for all values of A4 and N. Since all switches considered here 
are fixed-directory routing switches, we can view a switch as an operator, transfor- 
ming a given list d = (At 1 t E T) into a new list c$‘, where 
a P-switch replaces a set A, by two sets A’,,, Ai with Ai1 f7 
42 =0, A’,, UAi2=A,, (6.1) 
an R-switch replaces two sets A,, A, (.s# t) of the form A, = {a!, 
A,=(a)UA (a$A, A#0) by two sets A:=(a), A’,=A, (6.2) 
a C-switch replaces two sets A,, = (a], A,, = (a> (tl #t2) by a set 
Ai= {a>, (6.3) 
Fig. 12. The switch P’. 
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an S-switch replaces two sets A, = (a, b), A, = (a, b) (sf t) by 
two sets Ai = (a], Ai = (6). (6.4) 
In the sequel we shall refer to these operations as P-, R-, C- and S-operations. 
Now consider an efficient network, with input address list d, say. By our 
assumptions, this network is acyclic and contains only P-, A-, C- and S-switches. 
In fact, the network transforms the list & by a sequence of P-, R-, C- and S- 
operations. This will be our point of view in the remainder of this section. 
If &:=(AJ tET), we write R(4):=&, A, and we use the notation I(&) to 
refer to the indexing set T of d. We will say that a given sequence of operations 
constitutes a reduction of a list & to a second list 3, written as & 3 ~2?, if this given 
sequence of operations, when applied to the list &, transforms & into 88. In the 
case where S = ({r} [ re R(d)) we will speak of a complete reduction of &. (The 
use of the word “reduction’9 will be justified by Remark 6.1 below.) Note that, in 
this terminoiogy, F(d) denotes the minimum number of operations in a complete 
reduction of &. Upper bounds on F(d) can of course be obtained by constructions 
of “good” nonblocking networks (i.e., “good” complete reductions). On the other 
hand, a general method to obtain lower bounds in complexity problems is the 
following: Try to find some “complexity” measure and try to bound from above 
the amount by which a single operation can lower this complexity. Then the quotient 
of the complexity and this bound provides a lower bound. This will be our approach 
here. The complexity measure that we shall now introduce reflects in a certain way 
the effectiveness of the S-switches. In order to state its definition, we need some ad- 
ditional terminology. 
With a list d = (Ar 1 t E T) we associate a graph G = G(d) as follows: G has 
vertex set T, and an edge (s, t) (s,t c=’ T, s# t) between s and t whenever 
IA, n A,1 ~2. We define J&S?) to be the maximum cardinality of a matching in 
G(d). (A matching in a graph is a collection of disjoint edges, see for example [9].) 
Let .JP(&):= CIET lAIl be the length of &. Recall that &J@‘)= T and R(JB)= 
UIE r A,. The complexity C(d) of the list & is now defined as 
C(&):=g(&)-A(&)- IR(J (6.5) 
In Table 1 we have listed the effect of the different operations on the values of 
]I(&)1 9 I R(d)1 9 g(d), &f(d) and C(d). Only two entries in Table 1 require any 
further comment: 
Table 1. 
The effect of an operation transforming .d into .d’ 
Type jR(d’,j 1IW’)l Y’(d’) 
P IRWI I/(d)/ + I V(. 4) 
R IR(~~l)i lW~)l ‘/‘(.d) - I 
c l&4 (/(J/3( - 1 V(d) - I 
S lRW)l IO4 V&d) - 2 
. /I(.d’) C(d) - C(.d’) 
1. N(.d)+ I 51 
5. N(.d) 11 
. N(. d) 1 
*N(.d)- 1 I 
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- Let &’ result from ,c4 after operation (6. l), and let M’ be a maximal matching 
in G(&‘). If {s, tl} or (s, tz} is an edge contained in M’, for some SE T, then {s, t} 
is an edge in G(d). This shows that A(d)2 IM’l- 1 =&(d’) - 1. 
- Let &’ result from d after operation (6.4), and let M be a maximal matching 
in G(d). If (i, s> and {j, t) are edges contained in M, for some i, j E T, then {iv j} 
(and (s, t}) is an edge in G(d). We conclude that G(d) has a maximal matching 
containing {s, t), and hence a(&‘) L&&AZ) - 1. Since, on the other hand, we ob- 
viously have utjl(~)&M(M)+ 1, this shows that in fact &_#)=A(&)- 1. 
Remark 6.1. Observe that all four operations reduce the value of 2?&?(d)- I&2)1. 
Table 1 now permits the following important conclusion. 
Lemma 6.2. If a list d is transformed by a single switch into a list &‘, then 
c(&l’)rc(Cd)- 1. 
Since the list ({r) 1 TE R(d)) has complexity 0, we now have: 
Corollary 6.3. F(d) 2 C(d). 
In particular, for the list d =AJM,~, , we have P(d) = MN, JG;t(&) = LM/2J and 
j R(J)1 = N, so by Corollary 6.3 we find: 
Corollary 6.4. F(M, N) zz MN - LA4121 - N. 
It is possible to improve the lower bound on F(M, N) as given in Corollary 6.4. 
To rhis end, we shall first show that we need only to consider (complete) reductions 
of a specific kind. Let us say that a given reduction d --) g is in standard form if 
the reduction is of the form 
where the first part ~1 + .B involves only operations of type P and the last part 
.H + F involves only operations of the types R, S and C. The term “standard 
form” is justified by the following: 
Lemma 6.5. Any given reduction &I + ?? can be changed into a reduction in the 
standard form (6.6) involving the same number of operations. 
Proof. Our aim is to show that the P-operations in a given reduction can be put 
in front. To this end, suppose that some operation in this reduction is followed by 
an operation of type P. Obviously, if the first operation is of type C or S, then they 
can be simply interchanged without changing their total effect. The construction 
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suggested in Fig. 13 below shows that the same can be done if the first operation 
is of type R, by slightly adapting the operations involved. 0 
The following simple observation will turn out to be very useful. 
Eemma 6.6. If a given reduction & --* 93 involves m operations, all of type P, then 
we have 
C(&?)1C(4tJ+cM(exz)- 
with equality iff 
rM(r%)= 
Kd) + m 1 1 2 . 
Proof. From definition (6.5) and Table 1 it follows that C(B) - C(4) =A(&)- 
&(a). Next, we observe that I&B)I = II(&)1 +m (see Table 1 again). Since ob- 
viously J&B) % LI(8@)/2!, the result follows. 0 
In the next lemma we collect all the necessary data to determine F(M,N) exactly. 
Lemma 6.1. Suppose we are given a complete reduction 
dM,N-+S?-+((r) 1 r= l,...,N) 
in standard form as in (6.6), and let the reduction sPM,N --+ 93 inv&e m operations 
(all of type P by definition). Then we have 
(i) mzN-2, 
(ii) if m = N-2 and if the complete reduction of .% involves L(M+ N-2)/2] 
operations of type S, then M and N are borh even. 
Proof. Consider the order in which new singleton sets (r} (rE@(dM,P_+) appear 
during this reduction. Renumber the elements in %(&&N) (if necessary) in accor- 
dance with this order, where if some operation produces two new singleton sets, we 
arbitrarily consider one of the two as produced first. 
Due to our assumptions, the (complete) reduction of S?9 does nat contain any P- 
operations. As a consequence, ach individual member Bi of B of size ~2 is first 
reduced to a set of size 2 by a sequence of R-operations (each of which removes an 
Fig. 13. Interchanging operations of type R and P. 
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element from Bi already present at that time as a singleton set), and finally reduced 
completely either by another R-operation or by an S-operation (see Fig. 14). 
Now, for k= I,..., N, the first aypearance of the singleton set {k} during this 
reduction ui-zy result either from 
(1) an R-operation, or an S-operation on two sets {k,i) with lsi<k, 
(2) an S-operation on two sets {k, k + 1). 
We claim that at least k members of ~33 contain only elements from { 1, . . . , k} (in 
case (l)), or from { 1, . . . , k + 1) (in case (2)). This is obviously true for k = 1, and can 
easily be proved for all k by using induction on k. In particular, at least N-2 
members of 8B do not contain N. Since there are also precisely M members of $8 
that do contain N, it follows that 11(58)12M+N-2, so mr N-2. 
To prove (ii), we first observe that, since I1(3)I 1 M+ N-2, the assumptions in 
(ii) in fact imply that the first possibility in Fig. 14 nel’er occurs: members of B are 
reduced “in pairs”. In view of our earlier claim, this shows in particular that, if only 
N-2 members of 3!? do not contain N, then N must be even. Cl 
We shall now describe three constructions to reduce lists dM,N to smaller lists of 
the same type. It will turn out that each of these reductions is in fact “optimal”. 
Construction 1. Let Mr2, N24. First, apply two P-operations to split off two 
pairs (N- 1,N) from two members of “dM,N. Next, apply an S-operation to pro- 
duce (N- 1) and (N) , and, finally, apply R-operations to remove N- 1 and N 
1 
nlc T the remaining M- 2 members of dM.,,. 
*?.rstruction 1 shows that F(M,N)r2M- 1 + F(M,N- 2) if MI 2, Nr4. 
Construction 2. Let Mr2, Nr 3, N odd. First, apply a P-operation to split off a 
singleton set (N) from some member of odnlVN. Next, apply R-operations to 
remove N from the remaining M- 1 members of d,,,,N. 
Construction 2 shows :hat F(M, N&M+ F(M, N- 1) if Mr 2, NZ 3, N odd. 
Construction 3. Let M12, N= 2. First, apply LM/2] S-operations to produce ( 1) 
i) ii) 
Fig. 14. The possible reductions of members of .ti. 
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and {2}, each LA4121 times, and an additional R-operation on the remaining 
member of d,,,,,, if M is odd. Finally, apply M- 2 C-operations. 
Construction 3 shows that F(M, 2) I 2M- L(M+ 2)/2J - 1 if Mz2. 
Now, we have all the results necessary to prove the second main theorem of this 
paper. 
Theorem 6.8. 
i 
N-l, 
M- 1, 
F(M,N)= 
ifM= 1, 
if N= 1, 
if N,M=3, M arrd N odd, 
CNM- [!!!$f] - 1, other wise. 
Proof. The cases M= 1 and N= 1 are trivial, so we may assume treat M, NZ 2. In 
that case, the three constructions described above show that F(M, N) is bounded 
from above by the values given in the theorem (this can easily be proved by induc- 
tion). On the other hand, suppose that we are given a complete reduction for 
dMS,, with F(M,N) operations, of the form as in Lemma 6.7. (By Lemma 6.5, 
this may be assumed without loss of generality.) Then we have 
F(M, N) 1 m + C(B) (by Corollary 6.3) 
rm+MN- lt] -N+ [F] - LF] (by Lemma 6.6) 
M+N 
IMN- - 1 1 2 -1, 
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 6.7(i) and the observation that 
m - L(M + m)/2J is a nondecreasing function of m. Moreover, the above bounds 
are all attained if and only if 
(i) the given (complete) reduction for 88 uses C(&?) operations, none of which 
are of type P by assumption, 
(ii) A(S) = L(M+ m)/2J (see Lemma 6.6 again), and 
(iii) m=N-2 if M+N is even, N-2rmrN-1 if M+Nis odd. 
Now supppose that M+ N is even. Then (ii), (iii) imply that 
From Table 1 we see that an R-operation reduces the complexity if and only if the 
matching number remains the same, and, moreover, that an operation of type C 
does not change the matching number. But then (i) implies that the given (complete) 
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reduction for 8i1 involves M(S) = L(M+ N- 2)/2j S-operations, and this in turn 
implies by Lemma 6.7(ii) that M and N are both even. 0 
Example 6.9. (i) In Fig. 15, we describe tht @maI network obtained from our 
construction in the case where N= M= 3. 
(ii) In the case where N=M= 4, we conclude from Theorem 6.8 that an optimal 
network con Gns 11 switches. (Compare this with Fig. 12(c) in [S].) 
WC :nd this section by stating a result that might be useful in practical applica- 
tions. Since we do not use it here, we shall only sketch a proof without going into 
details. Consider a P-switch as in Fig. 5, and suppose that IA 1 s IBI. Let us call such 
a switch a M-switch or a P2-switch if (A I = 1 or if IA I = 2, respectively. 
Theorem 6.10. Any efficient network can be changed into a functionally equivalent 
efficient network containing only switches of type P 1 p P2, R, C and S. 
Proof. We sketch a proof as follows. First, apply Lemma 6.6 to put all P- 
operations in a given reduction in front. Then, note that an address set produced 
by a “last” P-operation is further reduced to an address set of size at most 2 by 
a sequence of R-operations as in Fig. 14. Now the desired result can be obtained 
by applying the construction suggested in Fig. 16. 0 
7. Conclusioas and discussion 
We have introduced a rather general functional model of a binary self-routing 
switch. It is shown that optimal nonblocking self-routing networks composed of 
such switches necessarily contain switches of the four special types P, R, C and S 
in Figs. 5-8 only, and moreover that only P-switches of type Pl or P2 need to be 
considered. All these special types of switches in fact use a fixed-directory routing 
strategy. 
i1,2,3) ’ 11,21 
P_ 
I31 
t1,2,3) . (I,21 
-RR 
Fig. 15. An optimal network. 
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I 
R . ..rlec. ...rl”t, . ..__&$_” 
(b, ? tbkl $1 k,l 
Fig. 16. Two equivalent reductions. 
It seems possible to implement switches of these types as photonic switches, by 
already existing techniques. (Observe that switches of types Pl, R, C and S single 
out one address and switches of type P2 single out two addresses that are forwarded 
towards one output, while all other addresses are forwarded towards the other 
output .) 
The minimum number of these switches contained in an M-input N-output 
nonblocking self-routing network is determined exactly, and turns out to be of the 
order A40 N. 
This result, although useful to know, is rather disappointing from a practical 
point of view: It shows that a crossbar-type network is “almost” optimal. On the 
other hand, our methods make the inherent limitations of self-routing switching net- 
works that conform to our models very transparent. It is clear now that some of 
our assumptions need to be weakened if one wants to do better, and this suggests 
various directions for future research. 
One interesting possibility is to label each message with both its destination ad- 
dress and the address oF the sender, and to adapt the model of a self-routing switch 
in the obvious way. It is possible to analyze this case by methods similar to those 
used here. However, it turns out that the number of switches needed remains the 
same. (This can be considered as a special case of a more general situation where 
information is added to the label by each switch that is encountered by a message.) 
Other directions of research are to consider k-input k-output self-routing swit- 
ches, to allow messages to be broken up in parts, to allow exchange of information 
in some way between odes in a network, or to introduce some (mild) form of global 
control. 
Finally, we remark that it is possible to adapt slightly our model of a self-routing 
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switch in order to allow also the case where an idle input sends a message to a busy 
receiver. In that case we assume, that if a message arrives at a switch while at the 
same time a message with the same destination address passes over the other input 
of the switch, then the last arriving message is discarded and the end-of-connection 
signal, now to be interpreted as “receiver busy”, is sent back over the connection 
already established by this message. (Of course, we must also assume that the links 
allow this kind of two-way communication.) 
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